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Volunteer registration open for 2021 Sentry Tournament of Champions 
 

Kapalua, Maui, Hawaii – The Sentry Tournament of Champions announced today that volunteer 

registration is now open for the 2021 event. Volunteering offers a variety of opportunities to get involved 

with the PGA TOUR’s annual event on Maui when it returns to The Plantation Course at Kapalua from 

January 6-10, 2021.  

 

Volunteers are an integral part of the Sentry Tournament of Champions and make it possible to conduct a 

world-class tournament by devoting time, talent and passion to help run all aspects of the event. The event 

has served as one of the premier marketing vehicles for the state, showcasing the beauty of our islands via 

70+ hours of television programming throughout the world to millions of viewers. The event also 

provides significant community and charitable impact for Maui’s worthy non-profits. With the help of our 

sponsors, resort and community partners, and our volunteers the tournament has raised more than $7 

million since 1999. 

 

The PGA TOUR’s highest priority is the safety of players, guests, employees and volunteers. Our 

volunteers play a large role in promoting our safety culture and creating memorable, world-class 

experiences that positively impact our communities. All registered volunteers are expected to abide by 

basic safety guidelines, PGA TOUR social-distancing protocols and PPE requirements as well as protocols 

set in place by Hawaii state and county government officials.  

 

Volunteers working five shifts or more receive two uniform shirts, one cap and one tournament pin, one, 

clear tote, one parking lot pass, shift meals and one complimentary round of golf at The Bay Course 

(restrictions apply). To adhere to local and state health guidelines, additional volunteer appreciation items 

will be distributed throughout tournament week in lieu of a volunteer party.   

 

There are various fields that perspective volunteers can be grouped, including On-Course Marshal, 

SHOTLINK (includes both walking scorer and laser operator), Admissions and Information, On-Course 

Transportation, Supply and Product Distribution, and Guest Services.  

 

The Sentry Tournament of Champions encourages individuals who feel they can comply with safety 

regulations, especially our local and part-time residents, to register to volunteer at 

http://events.trustevent.com/index.cfm?action=homepage&eid=3731&emtid=16819825&contactid=6205249  or 

visit SentryTournamentOfChampions.com and click volunteer. For any questions, please call 808-665-

5413 or email Amanda Wolf at amandawolf@pgatourhq.com.  
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The Sentry Tournament of Champions continues to work diligently with national, state and local 
government and health officials alongside PGA TOUR Headquarters during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The tournament is working to follow guidelines, PGA TOUR policies and best practices to bring a 
successful tournament to the Maui community in January.  
 
For more information about the Sentry Tournament of Champions, please visit 
SentryTournamentOfChampions.com. Fans are encouraged to follow Sentry Tournament of Champions 
on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.  
 

### 
 

About Sentry 
Sentry Insurance is one of the largest and most financially secure mutual insurance companies in the 

United States, holding a Financial Strength Rating of A+ (superior) from A.M. Best, current as of June 
2020. See ambest.com/ratings/guide.pdf for rating information. Sentry and its subsidiaries sell property and 
casualty insurance, life insurance, annuities and retirement programs for business and individuals 
throughout the country. Headquartered in Stevens Point, Wisconsin, Sentry employs more than 4,300 
associates across the country. See a complete list of underwriting companies at sentry.com. 
 
About PGA TOUR 
By showcasing golf’s greatest players, the PGA TOUR engages, inspires and positively impacts our fans, 
partners and communities worldwide. 
The PGA TOUR, headquartered in Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida, co-sanctions more than 130 tournaments 
on the PGA TOUR, PGA TOUR Champions, Korn Ferry Tour, PGA TOUR Latinoamérica, 
Mackenzie Tour-PGA TOUR Canada and PGA TOUR Series-China. Members on the PGA TOUR 
represent the world’s best players, hailing from 28 countries and territories (93 members are from outside 
the United States). Worldwide, PGA TOUR tournaments are broadcast to 226 countries and territories in 
23 languages. Virtually all tournaments are organized as non-profit organizations to maximize charitable 
giving. In 2018, tournaments across all Tours generated a record $190 million for local and national 
charitable organizations, bringing the all-time total to $2.84 billion.  
Fans can follow the PGA TOUR on PGATOUR.COM, the No. 1 site in golf, on the PGA TOUR app 
and on social media channels, including Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn and Twitter. 
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